SEATTLE CANCER CARE ALLIANCE
825 EASTLAKE AVE E
SEATTLE, WA 98109-4405

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE - ACTIVE
TAX REGISTRATION - ACTIVE
BONE DENSITOMETER (1) #06518 - ACTIVE
DENTAL X-RAY/CT/ PAN/CEPH (3) #06518 - ACTIVE
MEDICAL FLUOROSCOPIC (1) #06518 - ACTIVE
STEREOTACTIC MAMMOGRAPHY (1) #06518 - ACTIVE
THERAPY - NONACCELERATOR (3) #06518 - ACTIVE

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE - ACTIVE
X-RAY: HOSPITAL/ MEDICAL/ CHIROPRACTIC #06518 - ACTIVE
COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (5) #06518 - ACTIVE
MAMMOGRAPHY (5) #06518 - ACTIVE
MEDICAL RADIOGRAPHIC (2) #06518 - ACTIVE
THERAPY - ACCELERATOR (2) #06518 - ACTIVE
CABINET X-RAY (1) #06518 - ACTIVE

LICENSING RESTRICTIONS:
Not licensed to hire minors without a Minor Work Permit.

REGISTERED TRADE NAMES:
SEATTLE CANCER CARE ALLIANCE
IMPORTANT!

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION CAREFULLY
BEFORE POSTING THIS LICENSE

General Information

• Post this Business License in a visible location at
  your place of business.

• If you were issued a Business License previously,
  destroy the old one and post this one in its
  place.

• All endorsements should be renewed by the
  expiration date that appears on the front of this
  license to avoid any late fees that may apply.

If there is no expiration date, the endorsements
remain active as long as you continue required
reporting (see Endorsements).

• Login to My DOR at business.wa.gov/BLS if you
  need to make changes to your business name,
  location, mailing address, telephone number, or
  business ownership.

Telephone: (360) 705-6741

Endorsements

Although tax registration, unemployment, and
industrial insurance endorsements appear on your
Business License, the registration with the agencies
that govern these endorsements is not complete until
they have established an account for your business.

Each registering agency requires you to submit
periodic reports. Each agency will send you the
necessary reporting forms and instructions.

Corporations, limited liability companies, etc.

You must submit a Business License Application
and file with the Corporations Division of the
Secretary of State before you can legally operate
as a corporation, limited liability company, or other
business organization type that requires registration.
If you have any questions, call (360) 725-0377.